
 
 

A Gallery of Big Long Ideas  
Cracking the B2B Effectiveness Code
Welcome to a case study of a very particular kind  
of creativity: The Big Long Idea.
 
We’ve always believed the answer to B2B creativity  
is to develop ideas with specialized characteristics: 
 
Big in three dimensions. 

Originality. For an idea to take up bigger mindshare  
than competitor ideas, it must be as original as possible.  

Offering. The bigger an idea, the easier it will encompass  
a complex B2B offering in its most universal form to  
make it more accessible and valuable to more people. 

Audience. The bigger an idea, the more inclusive and 
persuasive it will be to decision makers and breakers.

 
 
 
 

Long in three dimensions. 

Time (Buyer Journey). An idea should be able to last the 
buyer journey by being intuitively adaptable and flexible 
to the implementers to make it relevant to in and out of 
market buyers.

Story/Content/Experience. An idea that can tell each 
chapter of the brand story in the appropriate medium.

Multi-campaignable. The biggest ideas drive multiple 
campaigns that adapt to new offerings and thought 
leadership opportunities. 

 
We are delighted to have the Big Long Idea 
recommended by LIONS, WARC & The B2B Institute as  
an actionable approach to climbing the Effectiveness 
Ladder at the heart of the groundbreaking B2B 
Effectiveness Code. Download the how-to guide,  
The Big Long Idea for Creative Effectiveness published  
by WARC at Steinias.com/BLI. 
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Watch the Video

https://app.frame.io/presentations/e709c58c-3b76-45f4-8b3a-9b15cc1eb7cc


Upper levels: 4,5,6

Brand building
More emotional
Broader targeting
Big bets
Long-term growth effects

A hierachy 
of the six 

main types of 
effects that 

B2B marketing 
produces from 

least to most 
commercially 

impactful

STRATEGIC ASSET
Drive the business forward into the future

Create greater affinity with the brand

COMMERCIAL

IM
PA

C
T

Generate qualified sales leads

Stimulate a response or interaction

Convert existing demand to sales

Create awareness and talkability

BRAND BUILDER

FAME MAKER

SALE CLOSER

LEAD GENERATOR

RESPONSE TRIGGER
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Download the B2B Effectiveness Code

Lower levels: 1,2,3

Sales activation
More rational
Tight targeting
Small bets
Short-term sales effects

Climbing the B2B  
Effectiveness Ladder 

Drawing from 435 B2B cases from the LIONS and
WARC database, The B2B Effectiveness Code organizes 
campaign approaches into the B2B Effectiveness 
Ladder, with the most effective approach at the top. 
At the top rung of the ladder are the “Strategic Asset” 
campaigns, described as: “versatile and enduring 
creative platforms that are re-purposed again and  
again, over successive years.” What Stein IAS would  
call a Big Long Idea at the master brand level.  
Presenting an exciting opportunity is the fact that 
only 5% of the 435 campaigns studied reach the top 
three rungs of the ladder. Creative effectiveness is a 
competetive advantage to be seized.
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Most exciting for the B2B Creative community is that 
the report identifies the creative ‘winning behaviors’ 
of each campaign approach on the ladder. It gives 
the B2B creative community a tool to coach clients 
to greater creative heights, and an effectiveness, 
evidence-based creative target to aim for.

Stein IAS has fully embraced the principle of the 
B2B Effectiveness Ladder and has used it to push 
clients on to new creative levels of the ladder. Let’s 
look at four examples where we have used the code 
and our Big Long Idea principles to push client 
creativity forward. We will identify the level we think 
the client has reached on the ladder, and the winning 
behaviors we think the campaign has exhibited.
For a full copy of the B2B Effectiveness Code, 
download one here:

http://steiniasusa.com/AceAwards/WARC_Lions_Theb2bEffectivenessCode_2021.pdf


Be What’s Next is a big long idea with a simple 
message to food brands: innovate to be the next 
preferred food brand on the shelf with the recipe 
and cooking expertise of Ingredion. It has become  
a strategic asset to the business because it 
provides a simple instruction to the marketing 
teams: be what’s next creatively to prove you can 
help customers be what’s next. In that way, it’s 
an idea with a clear creative strategy that’s been 
expressed in some of the most progressive B2B 
marketing Ingredion has ever done—to tackle the 
brand weakness of being seen as a bulk ingredient 
supplier of natural starch and corn.

To be what’s next you need to create  
a Delightful Balance

This spin up of the be what’s next creative strategy 
addressed the fact that food manufacturers 
are under more pressure than ever to make 
their product delicious and healthy. Getting the 
balance right between a great tasting product, 
natural, healthy ingredients, and making money is 
a challenge. Ingredion proved that they can help 
you do both by achieving the Delightful Balance. 
Showing food is boring in this space, but when 
food is your business, it’s hard not to. We found a 
beautiful way to carry the message and show food 
in a new way with the delightfully balanced food 
creations that made this campaign stand out.  
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Strategic Asset
BLI Profile:

B2B Effectiveness Code 
Winning Behaviors

• Don’t be a boring business

•  Demonstrate product benefits  
in a surprising way 

• Prove your ongoing relevance 

• Address key brand weaknesses

Ingredion: Be What’s Next 



HEALTHY
NUTRITIOUS
DELICIOUS
Consumers want dynamic products that 
deliver on more than taste alone. Discover 
a Delightful Balance with Ingredion.

INGREDION.COM
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Find a delightful balance.

HEALTHY
NUTRITIOUS
DELICIOUS

Discover More

Find a delightful balance.

NUTRITIOUS
SUSTAINABLE
TASTY

Discover More

NUTRITIOUS
SUSTAINABLE
TASTY
Food and beverage companies need to 
deliver more than deliciousness. Discover 
a Delightful Balance with Ingredion.

INGREDION.COM



To be what’s next, understand the  
Psychology of Clean Label

Consumers want to see clean food labels with 
natural, recognizable ingredients for various 
psychological reasons. The Psychology of Clean 
Label gave food manufacturers the tools to 
understand their consumers and gain insight 
into their own psychology of clean labels. To 
illustrate the point that Ingredion owned the 
thought leadership space, we took the well-known 
psychological testing tool – the Rorschach inkblot 
test – and created our own versions from foods like 
soups and sauces (a common focus of clean label 
reformulations). Another original way to show food 
on our mission to walk the talk of be what’s next.
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B2B Effectiveness Code 
Winning Behaviors

• Don’t be a boring business

•  Target insightfully 

• Be useful 

• Lead thought



THE PSYCHOLOGY OF  
CLEAN LABEL
When you look deep into the subject of clean  
label, what do you see? Opportunity? Complexity?  
Let Ingredion guide you through the layers of 
consumer and business clean label psychology.

INGREDION.COM

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF  
CLEAN LABEL
When you look deep into the subject of clean  
label, what do you see? Opportunity? Complexity?  
Let Ingredion guide you through the layers of 
consumer and business clean label psychology.

INGREDION.COM

Do you see a happy 
consumer or CEO?
Discover how consumers really 
think about clean label.

Do you see  
risk or reward?
Discover how consumers really 
think about clean label.
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To be what’s next,  
enter the Alternative Universe

The food world is going through a disruptive shift 
towards alternative protein made from plants.  
From vegan cheese to alternative meat burgers, 
food brands are racing to be what’s next in the 
space. As a supplier to these brands, Ingredion’s 
plant-based protein story needed to disrupt the 
market’s view of Ingredion as a natural starch 
supplier, so they went all in and turned the market 
on its head by creating the Alternative Universe 
where alternative proteins are the norm and meat 
and dairy are the alternative.
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B2B Effectiveness Code  
Winning Behaviors

• Don’t be a boring business

•  Catch people off-guard 

• Lead thought

• Be surprising and original



Play the Video
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https://app.frame.io/presentations/70eb9821-8cab-44f4-9ca5-d013bc9d5c7b
https://app.frame.io/presentations/70eb9821-8cab-44f4-9ca5-d013bc9d5c7b


MSCI powers better investment decisions through 
the most sophisticated financial data interpretation 
on the planet. But they lacked a purposeful brand 
story to help people visualize and attach emotion 
to their tools and advice upon which trillions of 
dollars are staked each year. The Art & Science of 
Data brought their compelling data stories to life 
in ways never before seen in the industry, showing 
the market the incredible utility of data in amazing 
ways. MSCI’s people now have a galvanizing story: 
it’s not just the science of data extraction we’re the 
best at. We make it useful to a more socially and 
environmentally aware investor community—and 
that’s an art. Check out the 3D ice sculpture data 
visualizations that shows investors the industries 
most exposed to climate change, it’s bravely 
evocative and informative simultaneously.
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Brand Builder
BLI Profile:

MSCI: The Art & Science of Data 

B2B Effectiveness Code  
Winning Behaviors

• Don’t be a boring business

•  Target insightfully

• Be useful

•  Demonstrate product benefits  
in a surprising way
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Vetoryl is a treatment for Cushing’s Syndrome in 
dogs. Cushing’s effects quality of life and can lead 
to fatal complications. Thing is, dogs can have 
symptoms that go unnoticed. To get vets to suspect 
Cushing’s, we had to identify these secretive 
symptoms and blow their cover.
 
Suspecting Cushing’s made each symptom a 
notorious suspect. These dangerous dogs were 
lined up and interrogated by the famous canine 
detective, Ivana Lead. Riffing on a contemporary 
copy-show style, we created short films, multi-
media advertising and an online experience that 
enabled vets and dog owners to play detective – a 
big, original idea. Delving into the criminal world 
gave us endless possibilities for content. This made 
the idea big and long enough to raise awareness of 
the disease and convince vets to choose Vetoryl, 
a drug that has to be prescribed for lifetime use. In 
the criminally conservative animal pharma world, 
this exhibits the winning behaviours of Fame Maker. 
Check out the videos and web experience here: 
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Fame Maker
BLI Profile:

Vetoryl: Suspecting Cushing’s 

Visit Website

B2B Effectiveness Code  
Winning Behaviors

• Champion a purpose or cause

• Target broad audiences

• Be useful

•  Demonstrate product benefits  
in a surprising way

http://general.dev.steinias.com/pages/Dechra/Vetoryl-tool/


Visit the Website
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http://general.dev.steinias.com/pages/Dechra/Vetoryl-tool/


Trelleborg is all about making ports and the 
approach to port safer and more efficient through 
IOT infrastructure and smart software. Their big 
long idea is to Take The Smarter Approach. It’s 
what they preach to the market and it’s what they 
practice in marketing. From thought leadership 
on the future of ports featuring futurologists to 
360 Video VR experiences, they always prove 
their brand promise. It features in WARC’s B2B 
Effectiveness Code as a best practice case in B2B; 
they identify it on the ladder as a Sales Closer, 
and no wonder it has taken the SmartPort brand 
from 1% of turnover to 9%. Check out the coolest 
website experience on the high seas here: 
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Sales Closer
BLI Profile:

Trelleborg: Smarter Approach

Visit Website

B2B Effectiveness Code 
Winning Behaviors

• Don’t be a boring business

•  Demonstrate product benefits  
in a surprising way

• Prove your ongoing relevance

• Lead thought

https://www.safepilot360experience.com
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